A novel engineering tool in the Bacillus subtilis toolbox: inducer-free activation of gene expression by selection-driven promoter decryptification.
Bacillus subtilis is a Gram-positive bacterium that is easy to manipulate genetically. Several methods for genome engineering have been developed that helped to extend our understanding of how the B. subtilis cell operates. Consequently, the bacterium has become one of the best-studied organisms. B. subtilis has also been engineered for industrial applications. Moreover, great progress has been achieved in promoter engineering to improve the performance of production strains. To expand the toolbox for engineering B. subtilis, we have constructed a system for the inducer-free activation of gene expression. The system relies on spontaneous mutational activation of a cryptic promoter and selection-driven enrichment of bacteria harbouring the mutated promoter. The synthetic promoter is cryptic due to a perfect direct repeat, separating the binding motifs of the RNA polymerase housekeeping sigma factor. The promoter can be fused to genes for industrial applications and to a growth-promoting gene that, upon mutational activation of the promoter, allows enrichment of the engineered bacteria due to a selective growth advantage.